Improved rate capability of a LiNi$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$O$_2$/CNT/graphene hybrid material for Li-ion batteries
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In this work, a LiNi$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$O$_2$/CNT/Graphene nanosheet (NCM/CNT/GN) hybrid material has been successfully prepared by a facile wet chemical method. The hierarchical structures of the CNT and GN are well maintained in the NCM/CNT/GN hybrid material, and their addition does not affect the layered crystal structure of the NCM. It is found that the NCM/CNT/GN hybrid material forms a three-dimensional (3D) spider-web like network structure via the interconnection of one-dimensional CNT and two-dimensional GN. As a result, the NCM/CNT/GN hybrid material exhibits the least electrode polarization, significantly enhanced rate capability with a high discharge capacity of 134 mA h g$^{-1}$ at 3.0 C, as well as excellent cycling performance. The improved electrochemical performances of NCM/CNT/GN hybrid material could be well correlated with the synergistic effects of CNT and GN, efficiently building the 3D conductive network, which largely enhances the electronic conductivity and the lithium ion diffusion in the NCM electrode.

Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) as important energy storage devices have been widely used in various electronic devices such as cellular phones, cameras, laptop computers, etc. In view of their high energy density and good cyclability, recently LIBs have also been regarded as the preferred power sources for hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) or electric vehicle (EV). LiCoO$_2$ is one of the most widely used cathode materials in commercial LIBs. However, its drawbacks of high cost, poor thermal stability, toxicity and a low practical specific capacity of 130–140 mA h g$^{-1}$ have fundamentally limited its large-scale application in LIBs dedicated for HEV or EV. To enable vehicle electrification, there is an urgent demand for developing new generation of LIBs with high energy density, high power capability and long cycle life. An appropriate selection of the cathode material is one of the key factors in improving the energy density and other performances of LIBs. Recently, a series of layered structured metal oxides of LiNi$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$O$_2$ have been widely investigated due to their improved structural stability and electrochemical properties as compared to traditional LiCoO$_2$, including LiNi$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$O$_2$, LiNi$_{0.8}$Co$_{0.1}$Mn$_{0.1}$O$_2$, LiNi$_{0.5}$Co$_{0.2}$Mn$_{0.3}$O$_2$. Among them, LiNi$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$O$_2$ has attracted much research attention as one of the mixed transition metal oxides because of its relatively low content of Co, high specific capacity and superior thermal stability.

However, the LiNi$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$O$_2$ still suffers from some technical challenges. The first one is the undesired interfacial reactions between LiNi$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$O$_2$ and electrolytes, which could be attributed to the catalytic effects of the redox couple of Co$^{3+}$/4+ that is incurred when the LiNi$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$O$_2$ being charged up to a high cut-off voltage of 4.55 V. The second one is the structure disruption and cation disorder between Li$^+$ and Ni$^{2+}$ in the LiNi$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$O$_2$ crystal lattice, which can reduce the specific capacity and deteriorate the cycling stability of LiNi$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$O$_2$. The third one is the relatively poor electronic conductivity of the LiNi$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$O$_2$ resulting in serious electrode polarization and poor rate capability, which limits the practical application of LiNi$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$O$_2$ as cathode in the power-type LIBs for HEV or EV. To prevent the interfacial side reactions, researchers have attempted to coat the LiNi$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$O$_2$ with chemically stable and electrochemically inert materials such as FePO$_4$, Al$_2$O$_3$, AlPO$_4$, etc. To decrease the cation disorder, some strategies such as Al partial substitution for Mn$^{3+}$ or Co$^{3+}$ Fe partial substitution for Mn$^{3+}$ partial substitution for O anion, in the LiNi$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$O$_2$ crystal lattice, even Ti$^{4+}$ surface doping have been implemented.

As the poor electronic conductivity of LiNi$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$O$_2$ may considerably affects the electrode polarization and thus...
rate capability of LIBs, acetylene black is usually adopted as conductive additive to increase the electronic conductivity and therefore improve electrochemical performance of NCM cathodes, especially the rate capability.\textsuperscript{24,25} However, it is difficult to effectively establish an electrical percolation network due to the non-uniform dispersion of nano carbon particles in the mixing procedure.\textsuperscript{26,27} Owing to the high electronic conductivity, large specific surface area and excellent structural stability, carbon nanotube (CNT)\textsuperscript{28,29} and graphene nanosheet (GN)\textsuperscript{30} have been used as conductive nanostructured carbon matrices to improve the electronic conductivity, specific capacity, rate capability and cycling stability of the LiNi\textsubscript{1/3}Co\textsubscript{1/3}Mn\textsubscript{1/3}O\textsubscript{2}. However, both the CNT and GN are inclined to agglomerate because of the influence of van der Waals force and surface functional groups. Therefore, only CNTs or sole GNs might not be capable of efficiently building a conductive network in the electrode to improve the particle-to-particle electronic transfer of the active material. It is necessary to avoid the self-aggregation while constructing a three-dimensional carbon network by sufficiently utilizing the advantages of one-dimensional (1D) CNT and two-dimensional (2D) GN.

In the present study, we prepared a LiNi\textsubscript{1/3}Co\textsubscript{1/3}Mn\textsubscript{1/3}O\textsubscript{2}/CNT/GN (short as NCM/CNT/GN) hybrid material that possesses the conductive nanostructured carbon matrix composed of both CNT and GN. In the structure of hybrid material, the 2D graphene nanosheet covered on the surface of isolated NCM particles, while the 1D carbon nanotubes act as bridges to connect the NCM particles and the graphene nanosheets. This synergistic effect of 1D CNTs and 2D GNs efficiently built a three-dimensional (3D) conductive spider-web like framework in the electrode. Taking advantages of the 3D conductive carbon network, the materials exhibited lower electrode polarization, better rate capability and improved cycling stability than those of NCM/CNT or NCM/GN counterparts.

**Experimental**

**Preparation of the layered metal oxide LiNi\textsubscript{1/3}Co\textsubscript{1/3}Mn\textsubscript{1/3}O\textsubscript{2}**

The layered structure lithium metal oxide LiNi\textsubscript{1/3}Co\textsubscript{1/3}Mn\textsubscript{1/3}O\textsubscript{2} (NCM) was synthesized by a facile wet chemical method. Firstly, the Ni(CH\textsubscript{3}COO)\textsubscript{2}·4H\textsubscript{2}O, Co(CH\textsubscript{3}COO)\textsubscript{2}·4H\textsubscript{2}O, and Mn(CH\textsubscript{3}COO)\textsubscript{2}·4H\textsubscript{2}O (mole ratio of Ni : Co : Mn = 1 : 1 : 1) were dissolved in deionized water to form a stable solution. Then, the stoichiometric amount of Li\textsubscript{2}CO\textsubscript{3} was slowly added into the above solution to form a uniform mixture. 6% excess of Li source was used to compensate the volatilization loss during calcination at high temperature. The mixture was heated at 373 K with magnetic stirring for 4 h to obtain a brown powder. Finally, the brown powders were calcined at 1073 K for 8 h in air atmosphere to obtain the product of LiNi\textsubscript{1/3}Co\textsubscript{1/3}Mn\textsubscript{1/3}O\textsubscript{2}.

**Preparation of NCM/CNT/GN, NCM/CNT and NCM/GN hybrid materials**

For preparation of the NCM/CNT/GN, first, 60 mg of CNT (hydroxyl multi-wall carbon nanotubes, >50 nm in diameter, 5–10 \(\mu\)m in length and >95 wt% in purity, Timesnano) and graphene nanosheet (less than 10 layers, 3–5 \(\mu\)m in diameter, >99 wt% in purity, Daying Juneng Co., Ltd) with a mass ratio of 1 : 2 was dispersed in 30 ml ethanol with ultrasonication to form a stable suspension. Then, 540 mg of LiNi\textsubscript{1/3}Co\textsubscript{1/3}Mn\textsubscript{1/3}O\textsubscript{2} (weight ratio of LiNi\textsubscript{1/3}Co\textsubscript{1/3}Mn\textsubscript{1/3}O\textsubscript{2} to (CNT + GN) was 90 : 10) was added into the above suspension. Finally, with vigorous magnetic stirring and heating at 353 K to evaporate the ethanol, the black LiNi\textsubscript{1/3}Co\textsubscript{1/3}Mn\textsubscript{1/3}O\textsubscript{2}/CNT/GN hybrid material with 10 wt% of CNT + GN conductive carbon framework was obtained. The LiNi\textsubscript{1/3}Co\textsubscript{1/3}Mn\textsubscript{1/3}O\textsubscript{2}/CNT and LiNi\textsubscript{1/3}Co\textsubscript{1/3}Mn\textsubscript{1/3}O\textsubscript{2}/GN hybrid materials were prepared in a similar manner. The percentage of the CNT or GN in the hybrid was controlled the same at 10 wt%. The LiNi\textsubscript{1/3}Co\textsubscript{1/3}Mn\textsubscript{1/3}O\textsubscript{2}/acetylene black (NCM/AB) hybrid material with 10 wt% AB was also prepared for comparison.

**Materials characterization**

The crystallographic information of the hybrid samples was characterized by X-ray powder diffraction (XRD, Xpert MPD DY1219) with a scan speed of 5° min\textsuperscript{−1} in the 2θ range of 10–90°. The morphology features of the as-prepared hybrid materials corresponding electrodes were scrutinized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, FEI INSPECT-F). The Raman spectra of the hybrid materials were recorded on a Renishaw InVia using laser excitation wavelength of 785 nm.

**Electrochemical measurements**

The cathode electrode was prepared by coating mixture slurries containing 95 wt% hybrid cathode material and 5 wt% LA-132 binder onto an aluminum foil. The weight of active material containing the conductive nanostructured carbon matrix in the working electrode was about 3.50 mg, and the geometric area of the electrode was 1.54 cm\textsuperscript{2}. The specific capacity is calculated on the basis of NCM. In an Ar-filled glovebox, the cathode electrode was assembled into R2032 coin-type cell with Li metal as anode electrode and Celgard 2400 as separator. The electrolyte was 1 M LiPF\textsubscript{6} in ethylene carbonate (EC), diethyl carbonate (DEC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC) (EC : DEC : DMC volume ratio of 1 : 1 : 1). The electrochemical performance measurements of the hybrid cathodes were carried out on BTS-5V 20 mA cell testing instrument (NEWARE Electronic Co., Ltd) between cut-off voltages of 2.5–4.6 V \(\text{vs. Li/Li}^{+}\) at different charge/discharge current rates at room temperature. The specific capacity of the hybrid cathode was calculated based on the mass of active LiNi\textsubscript{1/3}Co\textsubscript{1/3}Mn\textsubscript{1/3}O\textsubscript{2}. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were performed at charged state of 4.6 V using a CHI660D electrochemical workstation in the frequency range from 100 kHz to 0.01 Hz with a potential perturbation of 5 mV. The cyclic voltammogram (CV) of the hybrid material electrode was recorded between 2.5–4.6 V \(\text{vs. Li/Li}^{+}\) with a scan rate of 0.1 mV s\textsuperscript{−1}.

**Results and discussion**

The schematic illustration of the preparation process of the NCM/CNT/GN hybrid materials is shown in Fig. 1a. A facile wet chemical method is adopted to construct the 3D conductive
nanostructured carbon framework composed of CNT, GN and NCM particles. An appropriate amount ethanol is added as dispersant. Then, the NCM, CNT, and GN are dispersed to form a uniform suspension with the help of ultrasonication. Through the wet chemical method, the NCM, CNT, and GN are homogeneously redistributed by the ethanol dispersant. During the drying process, the isolated materials of NCM, CNT, and GN become interconnected with each other due to the interactions between the NCM particle and the surface functional groups of CNT and GN. The graphene nanosheets are stretched by the NCM particles, and meanwhile the graphene nanosheets closely cover on the surface of NCM particles. Furthermore, the CNTs homogeneously distribute between the gaps of NCM particles and graphene nanosheets, which form a conducting bridge to facilitate the transfer of lithium ions and electrons. The preparation processes of the NCM/GN (Fig. 1b), NCM/CNT (Fig. 1c) and NCM/AB (Fig. 1d) hybrid materials are similar to that of NCM/CNT/GN hybrid material. However, compared with the structure of 3D NCM/CNT/GN, due to the high surface activity and large specific surface area of nano materials, single 0D AB, 1D CNT, or 2D GN as conductive additive all exist severe agglomeration and could not efficiently construct a conductive nanostructured carbon network.

The XRD patterns of pristine NCM (e), NCM/ABs (d), NCM/CNTs (c), NCM/GNs (b) and NCM/CNT/GN (a) are presented in Fig. 2. It can be found that all samples exhibit similar XRD patterns which can be indexed to $\alpha$-NaFeO$_2$ type hexagonal structure with a space group $R\bar{3}$m, with no extra impurity peaks being found. The splitting doublets of (006/012) and (108/110) at ca. 38° and ca. 65° are clearly identified, which indicates that NCM particles in all samples have a well-defined layered structural characteristics. The intensity ratio of (003)/(104) is determined to be about 1.331 for all samples, indicating a low Ni$^{2+}$/Li$^+$ cation mixing in the prepared NCM hybrid cathode material. The calculated lattice constants for NCM, NCM/CNT, NCM/AB, NCM/GN and NCM/CNT/GN are compared in Table 1, which are close to each other suggesting that the CNT + GN, GN, CNT or AB do not affect the layered crystal structure of active NCM.

Fig. 3 shows the Raman spectra of NCM/CNT/GN (a), NCM/GN (b), NCM/CNT (c), NCM/AB (d) and pristine NCM (e). It can be clearly observed that the pristine NCM powders displays only two bands of A$_{1g}$ and E$_g$ at about 465 cm$^{-1}$ and 585 cm$^{-1}$ respectively. In the NCM layered structure, the M (transition metal)–O stretching and O–M–O bending of oxygen atom contribute to the A$_{1g}$ and E$_g$ bands. Raman spectra of the

![Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the preparation of NCM/CNT/GN (a), NCM/GN (b), NCM/CNT (c), and NCM/AB (d) hybrid materials.](image)

![Fig. 2 XRD patterns of the pristine NCM, NCM/AB, NCM/CNT, NCM/GN and NCM/CNT/GN composites.](image)

![Fig. 3 Raman spectra of the pristine NCM, NCM/AB, NCM/CNT, NCM/GN and NCM/CNT/GN hybrid materials.](image)

**Table 1 The lattice parameters of NCM/CNT/GN, NCM/GN, NCM/CNT, NCM/AB hybrid materials and the pristine NCM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>$a$/Å</th>
<th>$c$/Å</th>
<th>$I_{003}/I_{104}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NCM/CNT/GN</td>
<td>2.851</td>
<td>14.299</td>
<td>1.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCM/GN</td>
<td>2.853</td>
<td>14.231</td>
<td>1.332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCM/CNT</td>
<td>2.852</td>
<td>14.230</td>
<td>1.331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCM/AB</td>
<td>2.850</td>
<td>14.232</td>
<td>1.331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCM</td>
<td>2.853</td>
<td>14.231</td>
<td>1.332</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NCM/CNT/GN, NCM/GN, NCM/CNT and NCM/AB hybrids show two additional bands at about 1306 and 1593 cm$^{-1}$, which can be assigned to the D and G bands of graphene, carbon nanotube and acetylene black. The D bands reflect the defect or disorder in the carbon crystals, the G bands arise from the in-plane vibration of sp² carbon atoms of graphene sheet.$^{34,35}$ The NCM/CNT/GN and NCM/GN show strong 2D bands at about 2700 cm$^{-1}$, which is the characteristic of graphene nanosheets.$^{36,37}$ These results indicate that the structures of CNT + GN, GN, CNT or AB are maintained during the preparation of the hybrid materials.

Fig. 4 SEM images of NCM/CNT/GN (a and e), NCM/GN (b and f), NCM/CNT (c and g), and NCM/AB (d and h) electrodes.
The SEM images of NCM/CNT/GN, NCM/GN, NCM/CNT, and NCM/AB electrodes at high magnifications are shown in Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 4d and h, the NCM material shows polyhedral shape with average particle size ranging from 300 nm to 500 nm. Furthermore, it can be seen that the agglomerated AB barely piles on the surface of some NCM particles, and the most surface of NCM particles are exposed. On the one hand, the exposed surface would lead to the undesired interfacial reactions especially at high voltages. On the other hand, the agglomeration of AB particles also leads to the decrease of the electrical conductivity, which means that the electrochemical rate capability might be compromised. From Fig. 4c and g, as it can be seen, the CNTs are intertwined to form agglomerates that are randomly distributed on the NCM particles. At the same time, there still exists some uncoated surface of the NCM particles. The sample of NCM/GN in the Fig. 4b and f shows that the particles of NCM active material are homogeneously dispersed on the graphene nanosheets, and to some extent, some of graphene nanosheets act as a coating layer to cover and wrap the NCM particles. However, a large number of NCM particles do not directly connect with graphene layer and distributed in the empty space of graphene sheets. Compared with the NCM/CNT, NCM/GN and NCM/AB, the NCM/CNT/GN hybrid material shown in the Fig. 4a and e presents that graphene nanosheets homogeneously dispersed in the electrode, and most of the NCM particles are coated within the graphene nanosheets. Besides, carbon nanotubes are distributed on the graphene sheets and NCM particles, which function as a bridge to construct a 3D spider web like electronic conducting network. Such a unique network structure could largely improve the electronic conductivity of NCM electrode. In addition, it may also mitigate the interfacial reaction between active material and the electrolyte.

The CV curves for the NCM/CNT/GN (a), NCM/GN (b), NCM/CNT (c) and NCM/AB (d) hybrids recorded at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s\(^{-1}\) from 2.5 to 4.6 V are demonstrated in Fig. 5. The CV curves show a cathodic peak at about 3.6 V, and an anodic peak at about 4.1 V for all samples. No reduction peak appears at 3.2 V, which is the reduction of Mn\(^{4+}\), indicating that the Mn keeps the oxidation status of +4 in the hybrid material.\(^{38}\) The well-defined redox peaks indicating the reversible extraction and insertion of lithium ions out of/into the NCM crystal. And those redox peaks are corresponding to the Ni\(^{2+}/Ni^{4+}\) and Co\(^{3+}/4+\) redox couples.\(^{39,40}\) As shown in Table 2, it can be observed that the NCM/CNT/GN hybrid material shows the smallest potential difference of the redox peaks for NCM/CNT/GN, NCM/GN, NCM/CNT and NCM/AB obtained from the initial CV curves.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Anodic peak (V)</th>
<th>Cathodic peak (V)</th>
<th>Potential difference (V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NCM/CNT/GN</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCM/GN</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCM/CNT</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCM/AB</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 5](image_url)  
CV curves of NCM/CNT/GN (a), NCM/GN (b), NCM/CNT (c) and NCM/AB (d) at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s\(^{-1}\) from 2.5 to 4.6 V.
difference between the oxidation and reduction peaks among the samples, which confirms that the lowest electrode polarization can be achieved by the introduction of both GN and CNT. The enhanced electrochemical reaction kinetics could be ascribed to the efficient spider web-like conducting network contributed by the synergistic effects of CNT and GN.

Fig. 6 shows the specific discharge capacities of NCM/CNT/GN, NCM/GN, NCM/CNT and NCM/AB electrodes at various current rates. In the voltage range of 2.5–4.6 V (vs. Li/Li⁺), the NCM/CNT/GN, NCM/GN, NCM/CNT, and NCM/AB hybrid materials show the initial discharge capacities of 200 mA h g⁻¹, 191 mA h g⁻¹, 196 mA h g⁻¹ and 209 mA h g⁻¹ at 0.2C, respectively. Although NCM/CNT/GN hybrid material does not show obvious advantage in the discharge specific capacity at low current rate of 0.2C, it exhibits obviously higher discharge capacities upon increasing current rates, ranging from 0.5 to 3.0C, than those of NCM/GN, NCM/CNT or NCM/AB. The discharge capacities of NCM/CNT/GN at the rates of 0.5C, 1.0C, 2.0C and 3.0C are 187 mA h g⁻¹, 175 mA h g⁻¹, 156 mA h g⁻¹ and 134 mA h g⁻¹, respectively. Especially at high rate of 3.0C, the NCM/CNT/GN is still capable of delivering a high specific capacity of 134 mA h g⁻¹, which is much higher than those of NCM/GN (87 mA h g⁻¹), NCM/CNT (62 mA h g⁻¹), and NCM/AB (51 mA h g⁻¹). These could be closely correlated with the efficient increase of electronic conductivity in the presence of the 3D conductive network of CNT and GN, which alleviates the electrode polarization especially at high current rates. The improved rate capability of the NCM/CNT/GN also was reported by using zinc as anode in a neutral Li₂SO₄ solution.⁴¹

Fig. 7 further compares the charge and discharge curves of the NCM/CNT/GN, NCM/GN, NCM/CNT and NCM/AB hybrids. It can be observed that all the sample exhibit the similar voltage plateaus between 3.5–4.0 V. Obviously, the NCM/CNT/GN hybrid shows the least increase of electrode polarization with the rising of charge/discharge current densities, therefore,
delivering higher charge and discharge specific capacities at different C rates than those of NCM/GN, NCM/CNT and NCM/AB.

Fig. 8 shows the cycling performances of NCM/CNT/GN, NCM/GN, NCM/CNT and NCM/AB electrodes at the current rate of 1.0C between 2.5 and 4.6 V. The NCM/CNT/GN hybrid material presents an initial discharge capacity of 162 mA h g⁻¹, and a discharge specific capacity of 152 mA h g⁻¹ after 50 cycles, corresponding to a capacity retention of up to 93.8%. On the contrary, the NCM/GN, NCM/CNT and NCM/AB electrodes deliver initial discharge capacities of 152 mA h g⁻¹, 150 mA h g⁻¹, and 148 mA h g⁻¹ at 1.0C, along with inferior capacity retention of 78.9%, 53.3% and 31.6%, respectively. Obviously, the NCM/CNT/GN electrode shows the best cycling performance among the samples, which should be attributed to the efficient increase of electronic conductivity in the presence of the 3D conductive network of CNT and GN. For the NCM/GN, NCM/CNT and NCM/AB electrodes, the relative poor cycling performances should be ascribed to the single GN, CNT or AB could not form efficiently conductive network in the electrode.

To further gain insight into the beneficial effect of 3D spider-web like electronic conducting network, the NCM/CNT/GN, NCM/GN, NCM/CNT and NCM/AB electrodes are investigated by EIS measurements. The impedance spectra in Fig. 9 were obtained after 2 cycles at 1.0C between 2.5 and 4.6 V. The impedance spectra were fitted with the equivalent circuit inset in Fig. 9 and the fitting results are listed in Table 3. The Nyquist plots of the electrodes can be distinguished in three parts, a small semicircle at high frequency region, a large semicircle at high-medium frequency region, and a slope line in low frequency region. The high-frequency semicircle is corresponding to the resistance of surface film (Rₛ) and the high-medium frequency semicircle is associated with the resistance of charge transfer (Rₓ). The slope line in low frequency region is related to the resistance of Li⁺ ion diffusion through the solid electrode (Wₓ). As showed in Fig. 9, the Rₓ of NCM/CNT/GN electrode is much smaller than that of NCM/GN, NCM/CNT, or NCM/AB electrode. The smallest Rₓ for NCM/CNT/GN electrode can be ascribed to the improvement of electrical conductivity at the assistance of 3D CNT/GN conductive network, which allows for prompt electron transport to enable the interfacial reactions during the lithium ion insertion and extraction processes. The relatively smaller of Rₛ for NCM/CNTs/GNs electrode are due to the wrapping of CNT/GN network, because the CNT/GN carbon matrix functions as a protecting layer and alleviates the unwanted side reactions between active material and the electrolyte.

In addition, the lithium-ion diffusion coefficient was further calculated with the equation \( D = \frac{R^2T^2}{2A^2n^4F^2c_w^2} \), where \( c_w^2 \)

Table 3 Fitted results of the EIS spectra shown in Fig. 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>( R_s/\Omega )</th>
<th>( R_x/\Omega )</th>
<th>( \sigma_w/\Omega )</th>
<th>( D/(\text{cm}^2\text{s}^{-1}) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NCM/CNT/GN</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>18.33</td>
<td>36.49</td>
<td>1.04 \times 10^{-10}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCM/GN</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>19.23</td>
<td>55.97</td>
<td>7.62 \times 10^{-11}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCM/CNT</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>20.27</td>
<td>59.80</td>
<td>7.07 \times 10^{-11}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCM/AB</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>59.63</td>
<td>3.89 \times 10^{-11}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10 Relationship between real resistance and frequency, the slope (Warburg impedance coefficient) of which was used to calculate the sodium-ion diffusion coefficient.
is the Warburg impedance coefficient, $D$ is lithium-ion diffusion coefficient, $R$ is the gas constant, $T$ is the absolute temperature, $A$ is the electrode area, $n$ is the number of electron transferred per molecule during electrochemical reaction, $F$ is Faraday constant, and $c$ is molar concentration of Li$^+$. The lithium-ion diffusion coefficients calculated using the above equation for the NCM/CNT/GN, NCM/GN, NCM/CNT and NCM/AB were 1.04 × 10^{-10} \text{cm}^2 \text{s}^{-1}, 1.72 × 10^{-11} \text{cm}^2 \text{s}^{-1}, 1.707 × 10^{-11} \text{cm}^2 \text{s}^{-1} and 3.89 × 10^{-11} \text{cm}^2 \text{s}^{-1}, respectively. It can be found that the NCM/CNT/GN shows the highest lithium-ion diffusion coefficient among the samples, which substantiates that the 3D spider-web like electronic conducting network is favorable for improving the lithium ion transportation inside the electrode (Fig. 10).

### Conclusion

The influence of CNT + GN, GN, CNT and AB carbon conductive matrix on the electrochemical performance of LiNi$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$O$_2$ has been systematically investigated. In the structure of 3D spider web like conductive network design for the NCM/CNT/GN hybrid material, the NCM particles were well distributed among the graphene nanosheets, which alleviated the aggregation of GN. At the same time, the CNT supplied efficient linking between GN and the NCM particles, which could effectively construct a 3D electronic conducting network in the electrode of NCM/CNT/GN hybrid material. Such a unique 3D conducting network enables the fast electron and lithium ion transportation in the NCM/CNT/GN electrode, significantly ameliorating the interfacial reaction kinetics during battery cycling. As a result, the NCM/CNT/GN hybrid material exhibited the lowest electrode polarization as well as the superior rate capability and cycling performance in comparison with those of NCM/GN, NCM/CNT or NCM/AB hybrid material. The key findings of this work provide valuable clues for developing high performance cathode materials for lithium ion battery by constructing an efficient conducting network.
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